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+Good voice acting (But at some of the scenes the girl's voice is lower than the music but the other characters are fine)+Three
different collectibles.. Overall I liked this game and recommend it to everyone who likes HOGs
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collectibleshttp:\/\/steamcommunity com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1166509950<\/a>The game is glitches free but there was
a minor one which I think it was my fault during the tutorial, I clicked on the journal before they ask me to do it, and when it
was the time to do the journal tutorial it was unclickable so I had to end the tutorial.. The graphics are not bad, the music is
enjoyable The story is kind of funny in a couple places, but I don't think it was intended to be.. A Big Fish Game, with a
reasonable price and ACHIEVEMENTS! Was an instant buy for me!Although I'm not a big fan of vampires but this story was
an ok-ish one.

I loved the unique mechanic of switching between the two main characters http:\/\/steamcommunity.. No one knows where she
is But there are all the signs that she was abducted from her apartment against her will.. +Good voice acting (But at some of the
scenes the girl's voice is lower than the music but the other characters are fine)+Three different collectibles.. I loved the unique
mechanic of switching between the two main characters http:\/\/steamcommunity.

The Collector’s Edition includes:Switch and play between both heroes; Emily and Enron at the same timeSteam
AchievementsRenovate your own CastleUpgrade your game interface in the interface shopRe-playable hidden scenes and mini-
gamesSoundtracks, wallpapers, and concept art 1075eedd30Title: Dark Romance: Vampire in Love Collector's EditionGenre:
Adventure, CasualDeveloper:Domini GamesPublisher:Big Fish GamesFranchise:Dark RomanceRelease Date: 11 Oct,
2017English,French,German,Czech Here's a Totally Objective Review of the game: https:\/\/www.. Pros:+Good graphics +Fast
traveling map +Multiple hidden objects scenes (Some of them you visit twice)+Good music.. ' I tried it over and over until I
realized I was dumb for not preparing the two steps objects before making the clinking chain.

com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1166505402<\/a>The art was good, I liked how dark the locations looked and the lights in
some of them, also its good to see how things change in the scene after you interact with doors or boxes.. No different than any
other HO in my opinion If you're looking for romance, stick to the visual novel or otome sections.. There were many well-drawn
hidden object scenes (although when you visit them for the 2nd time the previous picked item still there) music was nice and
relaxing and it's good they gave us an option to download it from the extra section of the game.. (One used to purchase castle
upgrades, the other to purchase the interface design, and the third is just a history and facts about vampires which was quite
interesting)+Steam achievements.. http:\/\/steamcommunity com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1166534964<\/a>The journal was
good but it didn't give much information and what surprised me the game lack of 'objectives' list! Either I'm blind or the list is
not really there.. The achievements are easy to get as you advance through the story except for one 'Find ten items in a hidden-
object scene in ten seconds. e10c415e6f 
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